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Abstract: Measuring bias is important as it helps identify flaws in quantitative forecasting methods or
judgmental forecasts. It can, therefore, potentially help improve forecasts. Despite this, bias tends to be
under-represented in the literature: many studies focus solely on measuring accuracy. Methods for
assessing bias in single series are relatively well-known and well-researched, but for datasets containing
thousands of observations for multiple series, the methodology for measuring and reporting bias is less
obvious. We compare alternative approaches against a number of criteria when rolling-origin point
forecasts are available for different forecasting methods and for multiple horizons over multiple series.
We focus on relatively simple, yet interpretable and easy-to-implement metrics and visualization tools
that are likely to be applicable in practice. To study the statistical properties of alternative measures we
use theoretical concepts and simulation experiments based on artificial data with predetermined features.
We describe the difference between mean and median bias, describe the connection between metrics for
accuracy and bias, provide suitable bias measures depending on the loss function used to optimise
forecasts, and suggest which measures for accuracy should be used to accompany bias indicators. We
propose several new measures and provide our recommendations on how to evaluate forecast bias across
multiple series.

Keywords: forecasting, forecast bias, mean bias, median bias, MPE, AvgRel-metrics, AvgRelAME,
AvgRelAMdE, RelAME, RelMdE, AvgRelME, AvgRelMdE, OPc

Introduction
Generally, bias refers to a systematic error. In a forecasting context, bias is usually measured as a
mean forecast error (Hill, 2012, p. 140). This gives an indication of mean bias which represents a
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tendency to produce point forecasts that are typically either too high or low in comparison with
the corresponding outcomes, irrespective of their size. Less commonly measured is regression
(or slope) bias, which occurs where the systematic discrepancy between the forecast and
outcome depends on the size of the forecast (Goodwin, 2000) so that a unit increase in the point
forecast tends not to equate to a unit increase in the outcome. As a result, relatively low forecasts
can be systematically too high, while relatively high forecasts tend to be too low, or vice versa.
Regression bias therefore shows how the mean forecast error depends on the forecast itself.
Additionally, a concept of median bias can be introduced (Brown, 1947; van der Vaart,
1961). This type of bias occurs when the median of forecast errors differs from zero.
Equivalently, we can say that a forecast is median-biased when the probability of over-prediction
is not equal to the probability of under-prediction. As with the mean forecast error, the
probabilities of over- and under-estimation may correlate with various factors, including the
forecast itself. This would imply regression bias with respect to the median.
It is known that optimal forecasts under quadratic loss are mean-unbiased while optimal
forecasts under linear loss are median-unbiased (Zellner, 1986). Interestingly, best forecasts
under linear loss, while being median-unbiased, may reveal both substantial mean bias and
substantial regression bias (see Davydenko, 2012, pp. 124-129, for a Monte-Carlo experiment
illustrating this).
Measuring forecast bias is essential as it may indicate imperfections or flaws in a
forecasting procedure and this can be costly. For example, a study by Sanders and Graman
(2009) reported that the impact on costs resulting from forecasts manifesting mean bias in a
warehouse environment was significantly greater than the impact resulting from the standard
deviation of forecast errors. However, the nature of the loss function should determine whether
mean or median bias is evaluated. Importantly, if forecast density is believed to be symmetric,
the presence of either median bias and mean bias indicates potential modelling problems. For
many time series encountered in practice, however, it is usually the case that forecast density is
skewed. In these cases, applying transformations and back-transforming statistical forecasts will
lead to forecasts that are optimal under linear loss (Davydenko and Fildes, 2016, p. 240). In such
settings therefore the task of detecting median bias is more relevant. Despite this, the medianunbiasedness of forecasts has received less attention in the literature compared to meanunbiasedness. For example, some studies (e.g., Spiliotis et al., 2021) have reported only mean
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bias while employing an accuracy metric that assumed linear loss. Logically, where forecast
density is non-symmetric and accuracy is reported with respect to linear loss, the measure for
bias should reflect median, rather than mean, bias. For judgmental point forecasts, as distinct
from statistical forecasts, it is usually difficult to know the exact loss function used, but the
presence of forecast bias can give some general indication of potential problems, especially if
forecast density is believed to be symmetric.
Here, we focus not only on measures, but also on visual tools that help analysts to gain
insights into how forecasting performance may be improved. While bias measurement and
visualization has a valuable role in signaling deficiencies in forecasts, it has the additional
advantage that it can often indicate what needs to be done to effect improvements. For example,
Petropoulos et al. (2017) found that feeding back information on mean bias to judgmental
forecasters was more effective in enhancing the accuracy of their forecasts than feedback on
accuracy. The detection of bias also allows future forecasts to be corrected. Theil (1966, p. 33)
showed that both mean and regression bias can be removed from a set of forecasts (𝑭) where the
outcomes (𝒀) are known by fitting the OLS regression equation: 𝐸[𝒀|𝑭] = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑭. Future
forecasts can be corrected by substituting the corrected forecast for 𝒀 in the equation, assuming
that the biases observed in the past will persist. Where the biases are liable to change, Goodwin
(1997) showed that fitting the regression model using discounted weighted regression (Ameen
and Harrison, 1984) could lead to improved forecast accuracy through correction.
The detection and visualization of bias in forecasts of individual series is relatively a
well-researched area. Tests for rationality are a long-established tool for detecting bias in
forecasts as well as inefficiency (e.g., Johnston, 1972, pp. 28-29). In addition, Theil’s predictionrealization diagrams enable users to see the extent which biases cause forecasts to depart
systematically from a line of perfect forecasts (Theil, 1966, pp. 21-22). However, in some
situations it is necessary to assess the bias of a forecasting method over multiple series or to
compare its typical level of bias with an alternative method over these series. For example, in
forecasting competitions, such as the M4 (e.g., Makridakis et al., 2018), researchers may wish to
establish which forecasting methods typically exhibit the least bias when they are applied to
thousands of time series. Similarly, companies selling large numbers of products may find that it
is impractical to assign an individual forecasting method to each product so that they need to
identify a single method offering the least bias across their product range. Measuring bias over
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multiple series poses several challenges, including the need to avoid scale dependence. For
example, if some series are measured in millions of units and others in single units, the errors in
the larger-scaled series will dominate when a bias measure like the mean error is taken over all
the series. Even where multiple series are measured on the same scale, there is also the need to
avoid measures being distorted by extreme levels of bias in isolated series. Given these
challenges, this paper compares the advantages and disadvantages of using different measures
and visualization tools when bias in its different forms needs to be assessed over multiple series,
origins and forecast horizons.

Forecast evaluation setup and criteria for an ideal measure
Bias assessment may be used to answer one of two questions: (i) does a given forecasting
method exhibit bias when applied to multiple series and (ii) do alternative forecasting methods
differ in the levels of bias they exhibit across multiple series? In relation to the second question,
we focus particularly on the use of bias measures as part of forecast value added (FVA) analysis
(Gilliland, 2008) by examining whether the bias resulting from attempts to improve a set of
forecasts is less than that of the original forecasts. For example, judgmentally adjusted forecasts
may be compared with unadjusted forecasts to see whether the adjustments are ‘adding value’ by
reducing bias. Alternatively, the bias of a proposed new forecasting method may be compared
with that of an existing or simple method such as naive forecasts.
In this paper we evaluate the measurement and visualization of types of bias under the
following conditions, which we refer to as point forecast evaluation setup (PFES). This is a
particular case of a more general setup defined in Davydenko et al., (2021), p. 81, where
prediction intervals were involved as well. In order to store and access forecast data relating to
the PFES, it is possible to use the data formats introduced in Davydenko et al., (2021), p. 83-87.

1) We have a set of time series. The set may include from one to thousands of series.
2) Data frequency is the same for each time series (e.g., months, or years), but each series can
contain different numbers of observations. Series can also contain missing cases.
3) For each series we have a set of alternative forecasts. Forecasts can be produced from
different origins (rolling-origin forecasts) for one or multiple horizons.
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4) Forecasts are point estimates produced using statistical or judgmental methods (we do not
consider prediction intervals or density forecasts here).
5) Actuals are true outcomes of the quantities being predicted by point forecasts. For example,
if we are forecasting the demand for a product, the outcome will be the actual demand for
that product, not the level of sales, which may be less than demand where a stock out has
been incurred.

For the given forecast data, we assume that we want to measure and compare bias with
regard to the mean or the median, depending on the distribution of forecast error and the loss
function used to optimise forecasts. We may also wish to measure and compare bias not only for
alternative forecasts, but also for different subsets of the whole dataset. For example, we may
wish to compare bias of forecasts obtained as a result of positive and negative judgmental
adjustments to statistical forecasts, or to compare bias of forecasts obtained in different seasons
or years. So, ideally, it should be possible to slice-and-dice forecast data and to obtain
corresponding bias indicators for data subsets (see, e.g., Davydenko et al., 2021, for examples of
constructing queries to subset forecast data). A procedure for conducting a formal statistical test
for the presence of bias is also desirable.
It is difficult to summarise forecasting performance using just one indicator. For example,
as mentioned earlier, bias can depend on various factors, including the size of the forecast itself.
Nonetheless, we aim to find the most concise indicators, that still offer a high degree of
informativeness. To achieve this, we will assess alternative bias metrics against the following
criteria that were defined in Davydenko and Fildes, (2016), p. 240 : i) interpretability, ii)
robustness (i.e. insensitivity to outliers), iii) applicability in a wide range of settings (e.g., the
metric is applicable where errors, forecasts or actuals have values of zero), iv) informativeness,
v) appropriateness given the loss function that was used for optimisation, and vi) scaleindependence. To these we add (vii) construct validity, which reflects the extent to which a
metric measures what it is intended to measure. We also consider the extent to which measures
meet the criteria of (viii) ease-of-implementation and (ix) ease-of-understanding. The latter
criterion is important to ensure that evaluation results are easy-to-communicate to the
participants of the forecasting process who may not be technical specialists.
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Notation
We use a notation where for each series we, as a general case, have a different number of
available observations (an approach previously used by Davydenko, 2012). For simplicity, we
assume all forecasts have the same horizon so we do not show the horizon in the equations. We
will address the question of averaging bias measures across horizons in later sections.
The following notation will be used:
𝑁 – number of time series,
𝑇𝑖 – the set containing time periods (relating to time series 𝑖) for which all forecasts from
all methods are available,
𝑛𝑖 – number of elements in 𝑇𝑖 ,
𝑌𝑖,𝑡 – actual for series 𝑖, period 𝑡,
𝐹𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 – out-of-sample forecast produced by method 𝑗 for period 𝑡 of time series 𝑖,
𝑒𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 – forecast error from method 𝑗 for series 𝑖, period 𝑡, defined as 𝑒𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 = 𝑌𝑖,𝑡 − 𝐹𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 ,
𝑀𝐸𝑖,𝑗 – mean error for method 𝑗 for series 𝑖,
𝑀𝑑𝐸𝑖,𝑗 – median error for method 𝑗 for series 𝑖.
In formulae, we will use the following indices: 𝑖 to denote a time series, 𝑗 to denote a
method, and 𝑡 to denote a time period.

Types of bias in individual time series
Before addressing the problem of detecting bias across multiple series, this section considers
different types of bias that can be found within a single time series. Later we will evaluate the
extent to which a range of measures are able to reflect these biases when multiple series are
involved.
Mean bias
Assuming that we confine our analysis to one series (say, 𝑖) and one method (say, 𝑗). Then the
mean error, 𝑀𝐸𝑖,𝑗 , indicates mean bias. This is given as:
1

𝑀𝐸𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑛 ∑𝑡∈𝑇𝑖 𝑒𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 .
𝑖
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Having 𝑀𝐸𝑖,𝑗 statistically different from 0 suggests that the method is likely to be nonoptimal under quadratic loss (DeGroot, 1970). Note that, counter intuitively, positive values for
the mean indicate a tendency to forecast too low, while negative values indicate a tendency to
forecast too high.
Regression bias with regard to the mean
We can expand the concept of mean bias to see if mean error depends on the forecast itself by
using the following regression: 𝐸[𝑌𝑖,𝑡 | 𝐹𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 ] = 𝑎𝑖 + 𝑏𝑖 𝐹𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 . Obtaining 𝑎𝑖 ≠ 0 or 𝑏𝑖 ≠ 1 provides
evidence for non-optimal forecasts under quadratic loss (Johnston, 1972), This relationship may
be non-linear and may change in time, see Davydenko (2012, pp. 99–129, and 155–158) for
examples of non-linear models and models with time-varying coefficients. For the
case of many series a number of approaches are available including panel data models, which, in
particular, can be effectively estimated using Bayesian models (see Davydenko, 2012, pp.
156–158).
Median bias
We can use 𝑀𝑑𝐸𝑖,𝑗 to indicate median bias where:
𝑀𝑑𝐸𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 (𝑒𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 ),
and 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝑒𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 ) is the sample median over all 𝑒𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 belonging to series 𝑖 and method 𝑗.
As with the mean error, a positive value indicates a tendency to forecast too low, and vice
versa. Obtaining 𝑀𝑑𝐸𝑖,𝑗 significantly different from 0 indicates that the method is likely to be
non-optimal under linear loss. Another approach to reporting median bias is to use the
overestimation percentage (OP), i.e., the percentage of cases when 𝑌𝑖,𝑡 < 𝐹𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 :
1

𝑂𝑃𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑛 ∑𝑡∈𝑇𝑖 1{𝑌𝑖,𝑡 < 𝐹𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 } × 100% .
𝑖

One potential problem with the OP is that if zero errors occur, even for median-unbiased
forecasts we will obtain 𝑂𝑃𝑖,𝑗 < 50%, which is confusing (the same problem was identified for
the “Percent Better” metric when evaluating accuracy, see Davydenko and Fildes, 2016, pp. 243-
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244). The issue is especially relevant for count data, especially for so-called intermittent demand
series.
We therefore propose the following statistic (the overestimation percentage corrected,
OPc) to rectify the problem:
𝑂𝑃𝑐𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑂𝑃𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑍𝑃𝑖,𝑗 /2,
where 𝑍𝑃𝑖,𝑗 is the percentage of zero errors.
𝑂𝑃𝑐𝑖,𝑗 ≠ 50% tells us about the presence of median bias. Alternatively, for software
implementation, this formula may be more suitable:
1

𝑂𝑃𝑐𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑛 ∑𝑡∈𝑇𝑖 0.5(𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝐹𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 − 𝑌𝑖,𝑡 ) + 1).
𝑖

Regression bias with respect to median
As with the mean error, the OPc and the median error may depend on the forecast itself. When
median error depends on the size of forecasts, they become non-optimal under linear loss.
Possible models to detect and correct regression bias with respect to the median can be found, for
example in Davydenko (2012, pp. 99–105).

Measuring and comparing bias across series
To demonstrate the performance of alternative bias metrics across multiple series, we generated
two illustrative datasets using simple rules.
‘Dataset1’
The first dataset was generated using a normal distribution. It contains 1000 series, each series
includes 36 actuals. All series were generated using the same equation:
𝑌𝑖,𝑡 = 5 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑡 ,
where 𝜀𝑖,𝑡 ∼ 𝑁(0,1), i.i.d., 𝑖 = 1, . . . ,1000, 𝑡 = 1, . . . ,36.
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Fig. 1 shows an example of a series generated using the above equation. The data
generated resembles series (with relatively low observations) that can be met in practice.

Fig. 1. An example of a time series from ‘Dataset1’.

To generate forecasts (𝐹𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 ) for any period 𝑡 and any series 𝑖 in ‘Dataset1’, we used the
equations shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Equations used to generate ‘Dataset1’

Method,
j

1

Equation

𝐹𝑖,𝑡,1 = 5

Description

Optimal prediction under both linear and
quadratic loss.
𝐹𝑖,𝑡,1 is a median- and mean- unbiased
for any series 𝑖:

𝐸[𝑀𝐸𝑖,𝑗 ] 𝐸[𝑀𝑑𝐸𝑖,𝑗 ]

0

0

-1

-1

1

1

𝐹𝑖,𝑡,1 = 𝐸[𝑌𝑖,𝑡 ].
2

𝐹𝑖,𝑡,2 = 6

This is both a mean- and median-biased
predictor.
𝐹𝑖,𝑡,2 = 𝐸[𝑌𝑖,𝑡 ] + 1.

3

𝐹𝑖,𝑡,3 = 4

Both a mean- and median-biased
predictor:
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𝐹𝑖,𝑡,3 = 𝐸[𝑌𝑖,𝑡 ] − 1

𝐹𝑖,𝑡,4 = 7

4

Both a mean- and median-biased
predictor:

-2

-2

0

0

𝐹𝑖,𝑡,4 = 𝐸[𝑌𝑖,𝑡 ] + 2
𝐹𝑖,𝑡,5 = 5 + 𝜀𝑡,𝑗 ,
where 𝜀𝑡,𝑗 ∼
𝑁(0,0.1), i.i.d.

5

This is an unbiased forecast, but it has
some noise added and therefore the
accuracy of this forecast is lower than
that of Method 1.

‘Dataset2’
The second dataset was generated using a non-symmetric distribution in order to better replicate
real-world data. More specifically, we assume each actual to follow a log-normal distribution
(i.i.d.) with the following parameters:
𝑌𝑖,𝑡 ∼ 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝜇 = 5, 𝜎 2 = 0.25).
Given the above equation, for any series, and for any period, the expected outcome
remains the same and can be found using the well-known formula for the mean of the log-normal
distribution:
𝐸[𝑌𝑖,𝑡 ] = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝜇 +

𝜎2
2

) = 168.1741.

At the same time, for the log-normal distribution we expect the median to be
𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛[𝑌𝑖,𝑡 ] = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝜇) = 148.4132.
When trying to predict 𝑌𝑖,𝑡 , the optimal forecast under linear loss is therefore 148.4132,
whereas the optimal forecast under quadratic loss is 168.1741. Fig 2 shows a series from
‘Dataset2’ and the difference between optimal predictions depending on the loss function used to
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optimise the predictions. To generate forecasts (𝐹𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 ) for any period 𝑡 and any series 𝑖 in
‘Dataset2’, we used the equations shown in Table 2.

Fig. 2. An example of a time series from ‘Dataset2’. Methods 1 and 2 (defined in Table 2) give
optimal predictions under quadratic and linear loss, respectively.

Table 2. Equations used to generate ‘Dataset2’

Method,
j

Equation

Description

1

𝐹𝑖,𝑡,1 = 𝐸[𝑌𝑖,𝑡 ]
= 168.1741

Optimal under quadratic loss,
but not optimal under linear
loss. It is a mean-unbiased
prediction for any time series,
but not a median-unbiased
prediction.

2

𝐹𝑖,𝑡,2 = 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛[𝑌𝑖,𝑡 ]
= 148.4132

Optimal under linear loss, but
not optimal under quadratic
loss. It is a median-unbiased
prediction for any time series,
but not a mean-unbiased
prediction.

𝐸[𝑀𝐸𝑖,𝑗 ]

0

19.7609

𝐸[𝑀𝑑𝐸𝑖,𝑗 ]

−19.7609

0

11
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𝐹𝑖,𝑡,3 = 𝐸[𝑌𝑖,𝑡 ] + 30

Both mean- and medianbiased.

−30

−49.7609

4

𝐹𝑖,𝑡,4 = 𝐸[𝑌𝑖,𝑡 ] − 30

Both mean- and medianbiased.

30

10.2391

5

𝐹𝑖,𝑡,5 = 𝐸[𝑌𝑖,𝑡 ] + 60

Both mean- and medianbiased.

−60

−79.7609

12

We next applied a range of bias measures to the two data sets and evaluated them against the
criteria we outlined earlier.
Percentage errors
Aggregating ME and MdE across series is problematic as they are scale-dependent, One wellknown approach is therefore to use percentage errors (PEs) instead of the original errors. A PE is
given by:
𝑃𝐸𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 = 𝑒𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 /𝑌𝑖,𝑡 × 100%.
For a given series 𝑖 and method 𝑗, MPE (calculated within series) is:
1

𝑀𝑃𝐸𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑛 ∑𝑡∈𝑇𝑖 𝑃𝐸𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 .
𝑖

MPE for method 𝑗 across all series is (assuming all series have equal length):
1

𝑀𝑃𝐸𝑗 = 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑀𝑃𝐸𝑖,𝑗 .
This approach, however, has disadvantages arising due to the intractable features of PEs
(e.g., see Davydenko, 2012; Goodwin, 2018). In particular, PEs are arguably unsuitable for
trended or seasonal series. In the former case, for a given error, the PE declines as the level in the
series increases. In the latter case, a given error will be associated with a smaller PE at a seasonal
peak than at a seasonal trough (Goodwin, 2018). Crucially, such PEs cannot be calculated when
an outcome is zero -as is frequently the case with intermittent demand. In addition, very small
actual values can be associated with very large PEs even when the forecast is close to the
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outcome. These can lead to highly skewed distributions of PEs with long tails. For time series
containing only positive values, such as those representing product demand, positive PEs will
have an upper bound of 100% (this will occur when the forecast equals zero). However, there is
no lower band to negative PEs, where the forecast exceeds the outcome. This can lead to the
mean PE having unrepresentatively large negative values when they are measured both within
and across series. Also, PEs require positive actuals, making them inapplicable for some tasks
(e.g., weather forecasts). For example, an actual of 2 units and a forecast of 4 units has the same
percentage error (-100%) as an actual of -2 and a forecast of -4, despite the biases being in
opposite directions.
As we show below, the use of PEs generally distorts the original properties of errors. Fig.
3 shows MPE-boxplots for the artificial datasets and Table 3 shows the corresponding MPEs. As
expected, the upper bound for MPE is 100%, whereas there is no lower bound, which makes the
distribution skewed. For ‘Dataset1’ for Method 1 we expect to have zero mean and median bias,
but the MPEs show a significant bias towards overestimation. Moreover, we expect Methods 2
and 3 (‘Dataset1’) to have equal absolute bias, but the absolute MPE of Method 2 is much higher
compared to that of Method 3, demonstrating that the MPE tends to place a heavier weight on
overestimation compared to underestimation.

Fig. 3. Side-by-side MPE-boxplots.
‘X’ denotes sample means (or MPEs across series). Values below the line indicate overestimation,
values above the line mean underestimation. Due to the non-symmetric features of PEs, cases of
overestimation receive heavier penalties compared to those of underestimation, which
complicates the interpretation. Generally, MPEs are not good proxies for MEs.
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Table 3. MPEs and true expected ME/MEAN ratios
Indicator

Dataset1

Dataset2

Method, 𝑗

Method, 𝑗

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

𝑀𝑃𝐸𝑗 , %

-4.65

-25.58

16.27

-46.51

-4.66

-28.42

-13.33

-51.32

-5.5

-74.23

𝐸[𝑀𝐸∗,𝑗 ]

0

-1

1

-2

0

0

19.76

-30

30

-60

𝐸[𝑌∗ ]

5

5

5

5

5

168.17

168.17

168.17

168.17

168.17

Desirable
value:
𝐸[𝑀𝐸∗,𝑗 ]/
𝐸[𝑌∗ ] x100

0

-20

20

-40

0

0

11.75

-17.84

17.84

-35.68

Note: * denotes any series. Bold font shows the best methods in terms of mean bias depending on the
indicator.

For ‘Dataset2’, where the distributions of actuals is non-symmetric, the results are even
worse. We should expect different signs of bias for Method 3 and Method 4 and no bias for
Method 1, but, according to the MPE, all methods overestimate actuals. Table 3 shows that
MPEs do not reflect the ME/MEAN ratio for ‘Dataset2’ and do not even reflect the true direction
of bias. The interpretation of MPE results is therefore counterintuitive and can lead to erroneous
conclusions.
Our simulations show that the use of MPE as an indicator of mean bias and a proxy for
ME is not advisable. Similar experiments we conducted showed that the MdPE is not advisable
as an indicator of median bias and a proxy for MdE (for brevity we have not presented these
results here). Interestingly, Nikolopoulos et al., (2005) modelled regression bias based on PEs
where errors were divided by forecasts instead of actuals. But, again, due to the distortions
introduced, the results of this approach are also prone to error, as indicated in (Davydenko 2012,
p. 160). Overall, it is clear that PE-based metrics fail to meet the criteria of robustness,
applicability in settings where actuals are zero and construct validity that we set out earlier.
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Scaled errors
Some disadvantages of PEs can be avoided by dividing errors by the in-sample MAE of the
naive forecast, as proposed by (Hyndman and Koehler, 2006). A scaled error is
𝑞𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 = 𝑒𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 /𝑀𝐴𝐸 𝑁𝐴𝐼𝑉𝐸 𝑖 ,
where 𝑀𝐴𝐸 𝑁𝐴𝐼𝑉𝐸 𝑖 is the in-sample MAE for the naïve method for time series 𝑖.
Scaled errors have been used in some studies (e.g., Spilotis et al., 2021) to analyse bias.
In particular, Spilotis et al. (2021) used the following formula for the absolute mean scaled error
(AMScE) for series 𝑖 and method 𝑗:
1

𝐴𝑀𝑆𝑐𝐸𝑖,𝑗 = |𝑛 ∑𝑡∈𝑇𝑖 𝑞𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 |.
𝑖

Where there are multiple series, the mean AMScE is obtained by averaging AMScEs
across series (we assume all series are of equal length, a weighted mean can be used to reflect
different lengths of series):
1

𝐴𝑀𝑆𝑐𝐸𝑗 = 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝐴𝑀𝑆𝑐𝐸𝑖,𝑗 .
Figure 4 shows AMScE-boxplots for ‘Dataset1’ and Table 4 shows corresponding
AMScE values. The use of AMScE is problematic for two reasons. Firstly, if we use absolute
values of the MScE, even unbiased forecasts will show some bias and the extent of this
erroneous indication will depend on the sample size. Secondly, due to the distribution introduced
by the arithmetic mean, AMScE will not represent the true ratio |𝐸[𝑀𝐸∗,𝑗 ]|/𝐸[𝑀𝐴𝐸 𝑁𝐴𝐼𝑉𝐸 ∗ ]
(where * denotes any series) reliably. Additional problems may arise when some MAEs
appearing in the denominator are small so that the underlying distribution of the metric is highly
skewed. Instead of scaling by in-sample MAE of the naïve forecast, errors can be scaled by
series means (see Davydenko and Fildes, 2016, p. 245, for the disadvantages of this approach) or
series standard deviations, but these alternatives will not eliminate the above problems.
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Fig. 4. Side-by-side AMScE-boxplots.
One evident problem is that unbiased forecasts (Method1 and Method 5) are still shown to be
biased.

Table 4. AMScE and true expected ratios for ‘Dataset1’
Method, 𝑗

Indicator
1

2

3

4

5

𝐴𝑀𝑆𝑐𝐸𝑗

0.12

0.9

0.9

1.8

0.12

𝑀𝑆𝑐𝐸𝑗

0

-0.9

0.9

-1.8

0

𝐸[𝑀𝐸∗,𝑗 ]

0

-1

1

-2

0

𝐸[𝑀𝐴𝐸 𝑁𝐴𝐼𝑉𝐸 ∗ ]

1.13

1.13

1.13

1.13

1.13

0

-0.88

0.88

-1.77

0

Desirable value: |𝐸[𝑀𝐸∗,𝑗 ]|/𝐸[𝑀𝐴𝐸 𝑁𝐴𝐼𝑉𝐸 ∗ ]

Note: * denotes any series. Bold font shows the best methods in terms of mean bias depending on the
indicator.

Some problems can be mitigated by just using the MScE instead of the AMScE. But,
generally, the AMScE is not a good proxy for ME (see Table 4). The AMScE or MScE will
exaggerate bias in the same way as the MASE will exaggerate the performance of the benchmark
forecasting method (see Davydenko and Fildes, 2013). Further experiments (not discussed here
for brevity) showed that the use of absolute median scaled errors may not give a reliable
indicator of median bias. Another problem is that we may want to aggregate the AMScE across
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horizons and the arithmetic mean will lead to the over-influence of forecasts with greater
horizons (Davydenko et al., 2021). There have been attempts to model regression bias based on
the use of scaled errors and scaled forecasts (Fildes et al., 2009; Davydenko et al., 2010), but this
approach may be lead to spurious correlation due to the correlation between the error and the
scale (Davydenko, 2012, p. 150-152).
The general AvgRel-metric and its principles
In order to address the problems identified above and to provide an improved approach for
measuring performance across series, Davydenko (2012, Chapter 2) introduced a new class of
metrics (which we will refer to as AvgRel-metrics) based on the following principles:
● The forecasting performance of a method is assessed as a relative indicator showing how
it compares with a benchmark (for example, the performance of the naive method). This
principle is similar to that of the MASE or the MAD/MEAN ratio that are used to assess
accuracy.
● The performance of the method and the benchmark indicator are first calculated for each
time series individually. This involves the use of rolling-origin forecasts having the same
fixed horizon. Importantly, both the performance for the method and the benchmark
indicator should relate to the same period of time (the same evaluation sample should be
used for the method and for the benchmark). This helps avoid problems arising due to
structural breaks and it is where this approach differs from the MASE or MAD/MEAN
ratio.
● Relative performances are then obtained as ratios of the performance of the method and
the benchmark indicator.
● Averaging relative performances across series is based on the weighted geometric mean.
Fleming and Wallace (1986) and Davydenko (2012) identified the following advantages
of the geometric mean when averaging relative forecasting performances over multiple
series. Most importantly, the geometric mean ensures invariance of rankings
(Davydenko, 2012, p. 66). Generally, the median or the arithmetic mean do not ensure
this property. This property, in turn, comes from the fact that the geometric mean gives
equal weight to reciprocal relative changes (Davydenko, 2012, p. 61).
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● Importantly, the function initially used to optimise forecasts should correspond to the
function used as a performance indicator (Davydenko, 2012, p.63). In particular, if
forecasts are calculated as means of forecast densities then the MSE (or RMSE) should
be used as a function to measure forecast accuracy. If the median of density forecast was
used as point forecasts, then the MAE should be used as a function to measure forecast
accuracy (see Davydenko, 2012, p.84).
The combination of the above principles makes the AvgRel-metrics a novel approach
compared to exiting methods in the literature. The following general AvgRel-metric was
suggested by Davydenko, (2012, p. 62) to indicate average relative performance across multiple
series for a given method 𝑗:
1

𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑃𝑗 =

𝑛𝑖 ∑𝑁 𝑛𝑖
𝑖=1 ,
(∏𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑃𝑖,𝑗 )

where 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑃𝑖,𝑗 denotes relative performance found as

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑃𝑖,𝑗 =

𝑐𝑖,𝑗
𝑐𝑖𝐵

,

where 𝑐𝑖,𝑗 - characteristic of forecasting errors of method 𝑗 for series 𝑖 (e.g., 𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑖,𝑗 ), 𝑐𝑖𝐵 characteristic of the benchmark for series 𝑖 (e.g., the MAE of the naive method for series 𝑖), 𝑛𝑖 number of time periods used to calculate 𝑐𝑖,𝑗 assuming both 𝑐𝑖,𝑗 and 𝑐𝑖𝐵 are calculated using the
same time periods.
The “AvgRel*” prefix introduced in (Davydenko, 2012) helps avoid confusion with some
well-known measures based on the arithmetic mean and make the metric more recognizable
across studies (see Davydenko et al., 2021). Obtaining 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑃𝑗 < 1 means the performance
indicator of method 𝑗 for individual series is an average lower than the benchmark, 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑃𝑗 >
1 means the opposite. Importantly, following the same principle of averaging relative
performances using the geometric mean, 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑃𝑗 can conveniently be averaged across
horizons (Davydenko et al., 2021, pp. 95-96). Suppose 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑗,ℎ denotes AvgRelP for horizon
ℎ and method 𝑗. Then
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1
∑𝐻
ℎ=1 𝑙ℎ

𝐻
𝑙

𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑃𝑗 = (∏ 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑃𝑗,ℎℎ )

,

ℎ=1

where 𝐻 - number of forecast horizons available, 𝑙ℎ - number of forecasts available for horizon
ℎ.
Note that the geometric mean is equivalent to the antilog of the arithmetic mean of
logarithms, enabling analysts to explore the distribution of 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑃𝑖,𝑗 ) for potential outliers,
and the presence of skew. This can also help them to identify and perform appropriate statistical
tests. Davydenko and Fildes (2016) proposed a statistical test to check if AvgRelP significantly
differs from 1 and also a robust version of the AvgRelP based on using the concept of the
trimmed mean. The underlying distribution for the AvgRelP can be explored using boxplots of
𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑃𝑖,𝑗 ), as was done by (Davydenko and Fildes, 2013). Here we use an improved variant of
boxplots featuring a double-scale to represent both the log-scale and the original scale to improve
readability of plots. While the AvgRel-metrics are appropriate for assessing both the accuracy
and bias of point forecasts and the quality of interval forecasts (see Davydenko et al., 2021, for
the AvgRelPIW metric), we focus here on measuring the performance of point forecasts.
AvgRel-metrics for accuracy and bias and their interconnection
For measuring forecasting accuracy in terms of symmetric linear loss the Average Relative Mean
Absolute Error (AvgRelMAE) was introduced in Davydenko (2012, p. 63):

𝑁
𝑛

1
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖

𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑀𝐴𝐸 = (∏ 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑖,𝑗𝑖 )

,

𝑖=1

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑖,𝑗 =

𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑖,𝑗
𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑖𝐵

,

where 𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑖,𝑗 is the mean absolute error calculated for method j and series i using observations
relating to time periods 𝑡, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇𝑖 .
Similarly, the Average Relative Mean Squared Error (AvgRelMSE) was defined by
(Davydenko, 2012, p. 63) in order to measure forecasting performance under quadratic loss. For
better interpretation, instead of the relative MSE, it sometimes may be better to use the relative
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root mean square error (RelRMSE). The RelRMSE gives an estimate of the relative variance of
errors (Davydenko and Fildes, 2013).
The AvgRelMAE has been successfully used in a number of studies (e.g., Fildes and
Goodwin, 2021). However, one limitation of the measure is that it converges to the geometric
mean of relative absolute errors (GMRAE) when 𝑛𝑖 gets close to 1 (Davydenko and Fildes,
2013). As explained in Davydenko and Fildes (2013), GMRAE is sometimes not a good proxy
for RelMAE, but in practice this effect is usually negligible when 𝑛𝑖 > 5. The same
considerations relate to the other AvgRel-metrics for accuracy (such as the AvgRelRMSE).
Regarding the indicators for bias, the following considerations apply when finding the
correspondence between the optimisation of forecasts and the metric used for forecast
evaluation. When point forecasts are equivalent to the mean of density forecasts they are
optimised for minimizing the absolute mean error (AME), and hence are designed to avoid mean
bias. Such forecasts are optimised under quadratic loss and should therefore be evaluated using
the MSE, RMSE for accuracy and the AME for bias. When point forecast are equivalent to the
median of density forecasts, they are optimised for minimizing the absolute median error
(AMdE), and hence are designed to avoid median bias. These forecasts are optimised under
linear loss and should be evaluated using the MAE for accuracy and the AMdE for bias.
Fig. 6 demonstrates the application of AvgRelMAE to ‘Dataset2’ where the distribution
of actuals are skewed. Under this condition, we would expect forecasts optimal under quadratic
loss to exhibit median bias and forecasts optimal under linear loss to exhibit mean bias. Method
2 that is optimised for linear loss has the best performance when measured by AvgRelMAE as it
has zero median bias showing that the AvgRelMAE is a proxy for MAE, as expected. Note that
where AvgRel metrics are being applied, we recommend that boxplots have a double scale, as in
Fig. 5, with one scale showing original values of the metric to aid interpretation. We also
recommend that the mean of distributions should be plotted to demonstrate their degree of
skewness. Figure 6 shows the application of AvgRelMSE to ‘Dataset 2’. In this case, Method 1,
optimised under quadratic loss, and therefore having zero mean bias, is the best performer rather
than Method 2. This demonstrates both that the AvgRel metrics are reflecting the true underlying
performance conditions and that it is important to match the metric for accuracy and the metric
for bias. However, this raises the question of how these metrics can be adapted to measure bias
when multiple time series are involved.
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Fig. 5. AvgRelMAE-boxplots (benchmark: Method1). AvgRelMAE is a proxy for MAE and
‘Method2’, having zero median bias, is the best in terms of MAE, as expected.

Fig. 6. AvgRelMSE-boxplots (benchmark: Method1). AvgRelMSE is a proxy for MSE and ‘Method1’,
having zero mean bias, is the best in terms of MSE, as expected.

Using ME directly in the equation for the AvgRelP is not possible, as it can take negative
values. Thus, deriving a proxy for ME (and MdE) is not straightforward. Where multiple series
are involved Davydenko (2012) proposed the relative absolute mean error (RelAME) to indicate
relative bias. The RelAME for method 𝑗 and time series 𝑖 is defined as
𝑀𝐸

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝐴𝑀𝐸𝑖,𝑗 = |𝑀𝐸 𝑖,𝑗 |,
𝑖,𝐵
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where 𝐵 denotes the index of the benchmark method, other variables are denoted according to
the section defining the notation. To average RelAME across series, Davydenko (2012) proposed
the average relative absolute mean error (AvgRelAME):
1/ ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖

𝑛𝑖
𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑙𝐴𝑀𝐸𝑗 = (∏𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝐴𝑀𝐸𝑖,𝑗 )

,

Finding the AvgRelAME therefore involves calculating the ratio of the absolute mean errors for
each series and then finding the geometric mean of these ratios across the series. By analogy, for
median bias, we propose the Average Relative Absolute Median Error (AvgRelMdE):
1/ ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖

𝑛𝑖
𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑙𝐴𝑀𝑑𝐸𝑗 = (∏𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝐴𝑀𝑑𝐸𝑖,𝑗 )

,

𝑀𝑑𝐸𝑖,𝑗

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝐴𝑀𝑑𝐸𝑖,𝑗 = |𝑀𝑑𝐸 |.
𝑖,𝐵

where 𝐵 denotes the index of the benchmark method, other variables are denoted according to
the section defining the notation.
Fig. 7 shows side-by-side boxplots for RelAMEs (benchmark: Method1) for ‘Dataset1’.
The problem is that since Method 1 is unbiased, the relative performances of alternative (biased)
methods appear to be very poor (see Table 5). The interpretation of the AvgRelAME becomes
problematic in this case. Nonetheless, the AvgRelAME identified the ranks correctly.

Fig. 7. AvgRelAME-boxplots with double-scale (benchmark: Method1). Method1 is unbiased, the
relative performance of alternative (biased) methods is therefore extremely high.
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Table 5 AvgRelAMEs and true expected ratios for ‘Dataset1’
Method, 𝑗

Indicator

𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑙𝐴𝑀𝐸𝑗 , benchmark: Method1
Desirable value: |𝐸[𝑀𝐸∗,𝑗 ]|/|𝐸[𝑀𝐸1,𝑗 ]|
𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑙𝐴𝑀𝐸𝑗 , benchmark: Method2
Desirable value: |𝐸[𝑀𝐸∗,𝑗 ]|/|𝐸[𝑀𝐸2,𝑗 ]|

1

2

3

4

5

1.00

11.53

11.51

23.29

1.00

1

∞

∞

∞

1

0.09

1.00

1.00

2.02

0.09

0

1

1

2

0

Note: * denotes any series. Bold font shows the best methods in terms of mean bias depending on the
indicator.

One quick solution is to use another (biased) method as the benchmark or to use the MSE
of the benchmark method as the benchmark. Nonetheless, if some methods in a dataset are
unbiased, it is difficult to use the AvgRelAME or AvgRelAMdE as proxies for ME and MdE.
Additionally, these AvgRel-metrics do not show the direction of bias, only the magnitude.
Moreover, if 𝑛𝑖 approaches 1, AvgRelAME and AvgRelAMdE will converge to the GMRAE
and will no longer be good proxies for ME and MdE.
Table 6 shows the results of applying the AvgRel-metrics described above to ‘Dataset2’
using. Here we used Method3 as the benchmark to avoid the extreme AvgRelAMEs resulting
from the unbiasedness of the benchmark. The results correspond exactly to what should be
expected. Method2 (median-unbiased) delivers the best MAE and MdE, whereas Method1
(mean-unbiased) delivers the best MSE and ME.
Table 6. Results of applying the AvgRel-metrics to ‘Dataset2’
Optimal
forecast
found as

What is
measured?

Median of
forecast
density

Accuracy under
linear loss

Mean of
forecast

Proxy
for

AvgRel-metric,
benchmark:
Method 3

Method
1

2

3

4

5

MAE

AvgRelMAE

0.87

0.84

1.00

0.85

1.21

Median bias

MdE

AvgRelAMdE

0.34

0.17

1.00

0.21

1.68

Accuracy under
quadratic loss

MSE

AvgRelMSE

0.87

0.90

1.00

0.95

1.33

RMSE

AvgRelRMSE

0.93

0.95

1.00

0.98

1.15
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Mean bias

ME

AvgRelAME

0.31

0.60

1.00

1.01

24

2.26

Note: the best methods in terms of the corresponding AvgRel-metric are indicated in bold.

In the subsections that follow we continue our search for improved metrics that provide
an indication of both the direction and the magnitude of bias and avoid the problem of extreme
values when the benchmark forecasts are unbiased.
The Relative ME (RelME)
One well-known approach to make errors scale-independent is to divide them by the time series
mean (see Hyndman and Koehler, 2006). Some studies (e.g., Medina and Tian, 2020, p. 1015)
have used the relative mean error (RelME) metric which adopts this approach. The RelME for
series 𝑖 and method 𝑗 is defined as:

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑀𝐸𝑖,𝑗 =

𝑀𝐸𝑖,𝑗
,
̅𝑖
𝑌

1
where 𝑌̅𝑖 = 𝑛 ∑𝑡∈𝑇𝑖 𝑌𝑖,𝑡, assuming 𝑌𝑖,𝑡 ≥ 0 and 𝐹𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 ≥ 0.
𝑖

One problem of the RelME is the risk of obtaining extreme cases and skewed underlying
distributions due to dividing by a small denominator (see Davydenko and Fildes, 2016, p. 245).
Another problem is that averaging the RelME using the arithmetic mean is prone to biases. In
particular, if 𝑛𝑖 = 1, the RelME becomes the PE and therefore has all the disadvantages
described for MPE. Generally, even if forecasts are unbiased on the original scale, the arithmetic
mean of RelMEs may still indicate bias (as was the case for PEs), making the results counterintuitive.
The LnQ-metric
Tofallis (2014, p.2) advocated the use of the LnQ metric defined as the logarithm of the ratio of
the predicted value to the actual value. In our notation, the LnQ is:

Ln𝑄𝑖,𝑡,𝑗 = ln

𝐹𝑖,𝑡,𝑗
𝑌𝑖,𝑡
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Tofallis notes the following properties of Q. Firstly, “Q is the complement of the relative error:
1─(relative error), and so apart from the shift of one unit, will have the same distribution as the
relative error". Secondly, Q is asymmetric because its value is bounded from below by zero,
whereas it is unbounded from above. To overcome this asymmetry problem the logarithm of Q is
used, obtaining the LnQ. LnQ can be viewed as Ln[1-(relative error)], where relative error is the
percentage error divided by 100. When the geometric mean of Q is 1, this indicates that
predictions are unbiased “in relative terms” (Tofallis, 2014, p. 4). However, a value of Q=1 does
not directly correspond to the case when ME=0. In other words, the geometric mean of Q is not
always a good indicator of (1-RelME). For example for ‘Dataset2’ we know that Method 1 is
mean-unbiased (see Table 2), but the mean of its LnQ is 0.12 (the geometric mean of Q is 1.13),
which indicates the presence of bias.
The Average Relative Mean Error (AvgRelME)
In the approach below we replace the ‘relative error’ in LnQ with the RelME (in order to obtain a
good proxy for ME), then calculate the weighted geometric mean of ln(1-RelME), and then
transform the variable back so that we obtain an estimate for the RelME. We also apply the
principles we defined for the AvgRel-metrics, such as using the same sample for the numerator
and denominator and using forecasts optimised under quadratic loss. The metric proposed is the
Average Relative Mean Error (AvgRelME) defined (for method 𝑗) as
1/ ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖

𝑛𝑖
𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑀𝐸𝑗 = 1 − (∏𝑁
𝑖=1(1 − 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑀𝐸𝑖,𝑗 ))

.

A value of zero for the AvgRelME indicates no mean bias. A negative value indicates
positive mean bias, that is a tendency to forecast too high by an amount equal to |AvgRelME|
×[time series mean], while a positive value indicates a tendency to forecast too low by
AvgRelME x [time series mean]. Our experiments show that the AvgRelME can serve as a good
representation of the RelME. Figure 8 shows boxplots of 𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 − 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑀𝐸𝑖,𝑗 ). The underlying
distribution has the desirable property of symmetry. Table 7 shows that the AvgRelME works as
expected.
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Fig. 8. AvgRelME-boxplots. The AvgRelME correctly identified the magnitude and the direction of
mean bias.

Table 7. AvgRelMEs and the desirable ratios
Indicator

AvgRelMEj,
%

𝐸[𝑀𝐸∗,𝑗 ]
/𝐸[𝑌∗ ] x100

Dataset1

Dataset2

Method, j

Method, j

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

0.00

-20.01

19.94

-40.10

0.00

0.00

11.50

-18.18

17.60

-36.07

0

-20

20

-40

0

0

11.75

-17.84

17.84

-35.68

Note: * denotes any series. Bold font shows the best methods in terms of mean bias depending on the
indicator.

The Average Relative Median Error (AvgRelMdE)
By analogy to the AvgRelME, we propose the following proxy for MdE:
1/ ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖

𝑁

𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑀𝑑𝐸𝑗 = 1 − (∏(1 − 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑀𝑑𝐸𝑖,𝑗 𝑛𝑖 ))
𝑖=1

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑀𝑑𝐸𝑖,𝑗 =
where 𝑀𝑑𝑌𝑖 - sample median for 𝑌𝑖,𝑡 , 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇𝑖 .

𝑀𝑑𝐸𝑖,𝑗
𝑀𝑑𝑌𝑖

,

,
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Fig. 9 shows boxplots of 𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 − 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑀𝑑𝐸𝑖,𝑗 ). The underlying distributions have the
desirable property of symmetry. Table 8 shows that the AvgRelMdE works as expected.

Fig. 9. AvgRelMdE-boxplots.
The AvgRelMdE correctly identified the magnitude and the direction of median bias.

Table 8 AvgRelMdEs and the desirable ratios
Indicator

Dataset1

Dataset2

Method, j

Method, j

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

AvgRelMdEj,
%

0.00

-20.03

19.98

-40.00

0.00

-13.39

-0.01

-33.62

6.84

-53.85

𝐸[𝑀𝑑𝐸∗,𝑗 ]
/𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛[𝑌∗ ]
x100

0

-20

20

-40

0

-13.31

0

-33.53

6.9

-53.74

Note: * denotes any series. Bold font shows the best methods in terms of median bias depending on the
indicator.

The Overestimation Percentage Corrected (OPc)
One potential problem with the AvgRelMdE is that it can be found only when time series contain
non-negative values. Also, the calculation is relatively complex. In this case, the Overestimation
Percentage Corrected (OPc), which we introduced earlier, can be used. If evaluation is made
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across multiple horizons, forecasts relating to all horizons are used. To perform a statistical test
to see if the OPc differs from 50%, we can use the binomial test, assuming independent forecast
errors. If this assumption does not hold, alternative approaches may be possible. For example, if
errors within series are not independent, but those in different series are, tests could be carried
out on the hypothesis that mean the OPc is 50%, with the series, rather than individual cases,
treated as the sampling units.
We propose the following visual tools to indicate the OPc where multiple series are
involved. Firstly, we can use boxplots to explore the distribution of OPc across series, as shown
on Fig. 10. For both datasets we can see that OPc worked as expected showing values very close
to 50% for median-unbiased methods. The corresponding results are presented in Table 9.
Alternatively, we can use the OPc barchart-diagram shown Fig. 11 featuring error bars and the
line indicating the OPc of a median-unbiased forecast. The error bars indicate confidence
intervals (CIs) for the probability of overestimation given non-zero error. To approximate the CIs
for a population proportion one can use the well-known z-score formula (see, e.g., Illowsky and
Dean, 2014).

Fig. 10. OPc-boxplots. The OPc correctly identified the presence and the direction of median bias.

Table 9. OPc and true coverages
Indicator

Dataset1

Dataset2

Method, j

Method, j
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1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

OPcj, %

50.00

15.93

84.09

2.29

49.88

40.11

50.00

28.02

55.69

19.60

True
overestimati
on rate x
100%

50.00

15.87

84.14

2.27

50.00

40.13

50.00

28.16

55.69

19.49

Note: The “true overestimation rate” is the frequency of overestimated actuals for a very long series (we used
10^8 actuals). Bold font indicates the best method in terms of median bias depending on the indicator.

Fig. 11. OPc-diagram for ’Dataset1’. As expected, since methods 1 and 5 are median-unbiased,
they have OPc near 50%. A reduced sample (the first 10 elements from each series) was used to
construct this diagram in order to make the error bars clearer. The error bars indicate 90% CIs for
the probability of overestimation.

Pooled Prediction-Realization diagrams
To further explore the distribution of actuals, forecasts, and errors we can use the predictionrealisation diagram (PRD) proposed by Theil (1966). The PRD is a scatterplot with forecasts on
the x-axis and outcomes on the y-axis A ‘Y=X’ line depicts perfect forecasts. The PRD helps
indicate the presence of mean and regression bias. When many methods and many horizons are
available, we can use a pooled version of the diagram with different colors and marks
representing different methods, as used in the variant presented by (Davydenko et al., 2021, p.
89). Interestingly, with a good choice of colors and markers, even when many series are shown,
this plot is still useful. An example is shown in Fig. 12 where the results of the M3 dataset
(Makridakis and Hibon, 2000) are displayed on one graph. Alternatively, we can plot forecast
errors against forecasts (see Davydenko, 2012, p. 96).
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Fig. 12. The pooled prediction-realization diagram. Note: Fig. reproduced from (Davydenko et al.,
2021, p. 89) with permission.

Forecast evaluation workflows (FEWs)
For the point forecast evaluation setup we defined earlier, we propose two alternative step-bystep procedures (workflows) for forecast evaluation and comparison depending on the loss
function used to optimise and compare forecasts. Here we assume non-negative actuals and
forecasts allowing the calculation of the AvgRelME and AvgRelMdE. These workflows are
largely based on the workflow proposed in Davydenko et al., (2021), pp. 99-100. The aim is to
avoid conflicting results obtained using alternative metrics (e.g., AvgRelMAE and
AvgRelRMSE).
Evaluation and comparison of forecasts in terms of the symmetric linear loss (FEW-L1)
Step 1. If forecasts are obtained using statistical models allowing producing forecast densities,
make sure point forecasts are found as medians of these densities.
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If forecasts are first obtained using a power transformation and then transformed back, the backtransformed forecasts can be used for this workflow since the median is invariant to such
transformations (see Davydenko and Fildes, 2016, p. 240).
Step 2. Use the pooled prediction-realization diagram (PPRD, see Fig. 12 above) to explore
forecast data, see if data was loaded correctly, and detect potential data flaws. Use individual
time series plots and to explore series with pronounced outliers.
Step 3. Use the AvgRelMAE-boxplots to explore accuracy across series, and the AvgRelMdEand OPc-boxplots to explore bias across series. Use plots for individual series to explore time
series with unusual values of RelMAE, RelMdE, or OPc.
Step 4. Report accuracy in terms of the AvgRelMAE, report bias in terms of the AvgRelMdE
and OPc. Use statistical tests to compare AvgRelMAE against 1, AvgRelMdE against 0, and
OPc against 50%.
Step 5. Use “accuracy vs horizon” or “bias vs horizon” plots, if relevant (see Davydenko et al.,
2021, pp. 93-100, for illustrative examples and more details).
Step 6. Interpret the results: AvgRelMAE<1 means improvement in comparison with the
benchmark. OPc≠50% or AvgRelMdE≠0 means the possibility of improvement using better
statistical modelling. Scatterplots showing the log(RelMAE) vs log(time series mean) and
log(RelMdE) vs log(time series mean) dependencies may also be useful to explore the
heterogeneity between series.
Evaluation and comparison of forecasts in terms of the symmetric quadratic loss (FEW-L2)
Step 1. If forecasts are obtained using statistical models allowing producing forecast densities,
make sure point forecasts are obtained as medians of these densities.
If forecasts are first obtained on a transformed scale and then transformed back, this workflow
will not adequately show the accuracy of alternative methods, use FEW-L1 instead.
Step 2. The same as for FEW-L1.
Step 3. Use the AvgRelMSE- and AvgRelME-boxplots to explore accuracy and bias across
series. Use plots for individual series to examine unusual cases. Alternatively, the AvgRelRMSE
may be used instead of the AvgRelMSE. The RelRMSE may be interpreted as an estimate of the
relative variance of forecast errors.
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Step 4. Report accuracy in terms of the AvgRelMSE, report bias in terms of the AvgRelME. Use
statistical tests to compare AvgRelMSE against 1, AvgRelME against 0.
Step 5. The same as for FEW-L1.
Step 6. Interpret the results: AvgRelMSE<1 means improvement in comparison with the
benchmark. AvgRelME≠0 suggests the possibility of improvement through better statistical
modelling. Scatterplots showing the log(RelMSE) vs log(time series mean) and log(RelME) vs
log(time series mean) dependencies may also be useful to explore the heterogeneity between
series.

Conclusions
This paper makes the following contributions to the fields of applied statistical analysis and
forecasting. Firstly, we defined the point forecast evaluation setup (PFES) assuming the specific
settings where an aggregated set of forecast data is available and it is needed to evaluate bias
across series. Secondly, we formulated a set of criteria for an ideal approach for identifying bias
in the context of the setup. Namely, ideally, a measure should: i) be easy to interpret, ii) be
robust to occasional unusual observations, iii) be applicable for various data domains (for
example including those with negative actuals or zero errors, for example), iv) provide useful
information for forecast evaluation and comparison, v) adequately reflecting the cost function
used to optimise forecasts, vi) scale-independent, vii) have construct validity, viii) be easy to
implement, and ix) be easy to understand, and communicate.
Thirdly, given the setup and the above criteria, our experiments showed that existing
measures can be counterintuitive due to imperfections of their design and they do not meet many
of the above criteria. In particular, we demonstrated that use of the MPE is generally not
advisable and the AvgRelAME and AMScE have their own limitations.
Fourthly, we proposed improved measures and visual tools for detecting bias: the
AvgRelMdE, AvgRelME, AvgRelMdE, OPc, enhanced AvgRel-boxplots, and the OPc-diagram.
These tools help analysts to detect problematic series and to compare forecasting performance
with regard to mean and median bias where multiple series are involved.
Bias in practice can depend on many factors and should be evaluated with regard to a
specific loss function. A general test with regard to many factors can be found in (Davydenko,
2012, p. 85), but here our aim has been to provide simple, concise and easily interpretable
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assessment procedures. The indicators proposed should help analysts to detect the most serious
deviations from the desirable properties of forecasts.
Finally, we defined two detailed workflows depending on the loss function of interest and
provided a guide to the interpretation of measurement results. The result is a statistical
framework (in the sense of the definition proposed in Davydenko and Charith, 2020) including
the settings, criteria, methods and tools, and the workflow for the particular task of measuring
forecast bias. Software implementation is straightforward and can be based on the flexible data
formats proposed in (Davydenko et al., 2021). Almost any software environment (including
Microsoft Excel) can be used to implement the simple methods proposed, but we recommend R
because it allows flexible implementation of visual tools. Although our focus has been on
forecasting and time series datasets the methods are also applicable for panel datasets and for
multi-target regression. Our suggested procedures are applicable both to academic researchers
who are developing and evaluating new forecasting methods and practitioners wishing to
evaluate the current forecasting performance of their organisation. The framework presented
allows the preparation of reports in accordance with FVA-principles and methodologies for
carrying out data science projects.
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